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Immediately after getting my Doctoral degree, the trajectory of my career as a Historian
and my sojourn in Hyderabad became intrinsically intertwined. A natural instinct for a historian is
to dwell into the immediate historical past of the city one comes to inhabit. This being primarily
defined by its documented extant history going back only to the middle ages, led me to take up
research on Hyderabad’s hinterland, surrounded as it was with settlements that went back to early
centuries of the Common Era. These were marked by such a variety of economic, cultural and social
life that it then became relevant for me to systematically take up projects on unraveling this deep
diversity. It was not surprising then that my own personal experiences in the city were equally
marked by engagements with people from different social and cultural backgrounds, which quite
unconsciously made Hyderabad a home never to be abdicated.
Equally enigmatic was the natural landscape of the city that automatically drew me into to
become a member of the Society to Save Rocks and the Centre of Deccan Studies. Thus Hyderabad
impacted me in a way that transformed the engagement with my own research. I began my career
with writing on themes of an all India nature and gradually shifted to writing on a pan-regional level
with the Deccan in special focus. I currently draw my academic strength in redefining how one
engages with the Historian’s craft by focusing on local history, the history of place and time that is
often available to us only in a fragment. A fast changing Hyderabad in the last three decades of my
life here only strengthened by resolve to retrieve all these fragments of the past as this is what I
firmly believe characterizes the city as the home for many, inclusive in ways that only the past can
reveal and how that is integrated in the lived-in experiences of people whom we warmly call
Hyderabadis.
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